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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
MINUTES 
OCTOBER 8, 1997 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
Presiding Officer: Robert H. Perkins 
Recording Secretary: Marsha Brandt 
ROLL CALL: All Senators or their Alternates were present except O'Shaughnessy, Prigge, and Thyfault 
Visitors: Charles McGehee, Barbara Radke, Walter Waddel, Carolyn Wells 
CHANGES OF AGENDA: Motions regarding the merit process (See "New Business") 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the June 4, 1997, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as distributed. 
COMMUNICATIONS: None 
REPORTS: 
1. CHAIR: 
MOTION NO. 3121 -Parliamentarian 
A motion was made to approve Senator Sidney Nesselroad, Music, as the 1997-98 Faculty Senate Parliamentarian. 
Motion Passed 
MOTION No. 3122 -- 1997/98 Faculty Senate Operating Procedures 
A motion was made to approve the 1997/98 Faculty Senate Operating Procedures as follows: 
1997-98 FACULTY SENATE OPERATING PROCEDURES 
1. Robert's Rules of Order will be the accepted authority for procedural operations. 
2. Committee reports will be automatically accepted. If there is an action item that a committee desires on any report, it 
is to be separately stated as a motion and the motion will then come before the Senate for discussion and debate. The 
committee will be asked to submit a report and written copies of any motion or action that it would like to have taken. 
3. Committee reports and motions shall be submitted to the Faculty Senate office by noon on the Wednesday preceding 
the Senate meeting in which action is expected. This policy allows for the timely mailing of the meeting's agenda. As 
a general mle, substantive committee motions that do not accompany the agenda will not be discussed and voted on 
until a subsequent meeting. An extt;:nded agenda will be sent to all Senators, who shall give it to their Alternate if they 
are unable to attend the meeting. 
4. Concerning discussion mles, the Senate will use the procedure of seeking recognition from the Chair if it wants to 
debate an issue. Discussion on arguments for and against the issue will be alternated. A visitor will be given 
recognition if the floor is yielded by a Senator. If no Senator desires to speak and a visitor would like to make a point, 
the Chair will recognize the person. A visitor will be recognized if a preliminary request is made to the Senate office 
for an opportunity to speak or if the Chair invites a person to speak. 
5. No smoking is allowed in Barge Hall. 
Motion Passed 
MOTION NO. 3123- -1997/98 Faculty Senate Standin2 Committee List 
A motion was made to update the 1997/98 Faculty Senate Standing Committee List to include the following: 
Code Comtnittee: John Creech, Library 
Curriculum Committee: Louise Baxter, Biology 
Gary Richardson, Bus Adm 
Academic Affairs Committee: Amy Russell, Student 
Sharon Chapman, Student 
Motion Passed 
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MOTIO NO. 3124: 1997/98 Faculty Grievance Committee membership: 
A motion was (inappropriately) made to ratifY the appointment of Gerald Gunn to replace Jim Brown, who was appointed 
department chair effective Fall1997. (See Footnote 1. after "Motion Defeated.") 
1997/98 Faculty Gl'ieyance Committee 
Reports to: President 
Purpose: Resolve, by informal means, specific grievances, disputes or conflicts of faculty members and recommends 
action to the President. (Members appointed by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee and ratified by the Faculty 
Senate.) 
Membership: 6 faculty (3 regular members and 3 alternates) 
REGULAR MEMBERS: 
10/14/00 (SBE) Patrick O'Shaughnessy, (Accounting) (reappointed) 
10/14/99 (SBE) Gerald Gunn, (Business Administration) (Replacing Jim Brown who became Chair) 
10/14/98 (CEPS) Nancy Jurenka, (Teacher Education Programs) 
ALTERNATE MEMBERS: 
10/14/00 (CAH) Brenda Hubbard, (Theatre Arts) (replaces Catherine Bertleson AMBE) 
10/14/99 (COTS) Steve Schepman, (Psychology) 
10/14/98 (CAH) Corwin King, (Communication) 
DISCUSSION: 
Comment: 
Comment: 
Comment: 
Comment: 
Perkins: 
Comment: 
Comment: 
Perkins: 
Comment: 
The composition of the Faculty Grievance Committee seems to misrepresent the four schools. Two of the three 
regular members are from the School of Business & Economics. 
Now that we have four colleges, the conm1ittee membership should be expanded for even representation (regular 
and alternate) . In actual practice, as the cmmnittee operates, it's about as often the case that an alternate does the job 
that a regular does. There are various reasons that people withdraw from certain actions. Therefore, the composition 
of the committee is not as big a flaw as it might be in some other committees. 
The decision to withdraw or not is the decision of the regular members. Again, the appearance seems to 
misrepresent the four schools. 
Depending on how things are going on campus, there might be two or three simultaneous grievances. There 
should be representation across campus. 
One issue the Executive Committee grapples with is matching faculty interest with vacant positions. The 
University Standing Cmmnittee Appointment Preference form is designed to meet this issue and is sent out to all 
faculty every January. Some committees have never stipulated even representation from all four schools. Perhaps this 
committee should be restructured. This can be accomplished by incorporating the representation in the language of 
the committee composition (Faculty Code, Section 12.15). 
It should be sent back to the Executive Committee to be reconsidered. 
Are there grievances in process which are in dire need of a committee? 
There is one grievance from the School of Business & Economics which was postponed due to untimely submittal 
Spring Quarter. 
What happens when there is a grievance from a school in which regular members are employed is the regular 
committee members themselves urge those members to absence themselves. This is the purpose of the alternate 
members. Really it is a matter of the constituency of the committee being responsible to the agenda. If we choose to 
defeat this motion, the senators should return to their departments and do some "shaking up" and ask people to 
volunteer for these committees. This one is particularly unpopular. The present composition consists of members 
who have been on it for some time and have been reinstated regardless of their schools. (The present Preference List 
consists ofthree School of Business & Economics representatives, one from the College of Education & Professional 
Studies, and three from the College ofthe Sciences and one from the College of Arts & Humanities.) 
Motion Defeated 
(1. According to Faculty Code, Section 12.10, paragraph 3: "When the original appointee is unable to complete the full term 
of office, an alternate shall complete the remainder of that three-year term, at which time a new member and alternate will be 
appointed in the normal way." Therefore, an alternate will complete the remaining two-year term for Jim Brown and a new 
regular member and alternate will be appointed at the last regular meeting of the 1998/99 academic year.) 
(2 . The reconsideration of the Faculty Grievance Committee composition will be included in the 1997/98 Code Committee 
charge. [Ref: Faculty Code, Section 12.15 -Faculty Grievance Committee- Composition]) 
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MOTION NO. 3125 --1997/98 Faculty Legislative Representative 
A motion was made to approve Richard Alumbaugh, Psychology, as 1997/98 Faculty Legislative Representative. 
Motion Passed with one opposed. 
MOTION No. 3126 --Merit Consideration 
A motion was made to request an interpretation of Section 8.75.B.l of the Faculty Code as follows: "The elements used in the Fall 
'97 merit consideration will not be excluded from the next merit consideration because they are used in the Fall '97 merit 
consideration." 
DISCUSSION: 
Provost Dauwalder: 
What was passed by the Board of Trustees at its June 13, 1997, meeting was "Trustee Woods moved, seconded by Trustee 
Sanchez, ... and the Faculty Senate reconuuendation to distribute a 3% across-the-board salary increase to faculty be approved, 
effective July 1, 1997, with a 1% merit allocation to be completed by December 31, 1997. Motion Carried." 
The process that was passed in 1994 was term a "salary adjustment process." The process, though is to examine files of 
faculty and make a decision based upon merit. You may make your own judgment of the degree of merit that it takes 
essentially to reach Level 1 and Level 2; but as we have come into this process, we are looking back for what is the process we 
use for merit. That was the most recent reconuuendation by this body and that is the recommendation that has created the 
structure that we are entering. 
We are driven at this point by a Board of Trustees Resolution based upon this Senate's recommendation to complete a merit 
process. We have identified the last "salary adjustment process" is what it was called at the time that could be interpreted as a 
merit adjustment process. It seems in review of that process that the decisions are merit-based -not making any judgment 
about the degree of performance that is required for the various levels. Therefore, that was what is resulted in this process 
being put into place. We simply had to move ahead in order to allow the faculty committees that will need to review the files 
sufficient time to do that. That time was essentially established last year and placed in the Code as being a thirty-day process, 
so we are trying to get this done during Fall quarter. 
The terminology, the "salary adjustment process," is what the '94 process was termed and that salary adjustment process 
essentially is a merit process. It certainly has some elements of across-the-board in it. Particularly at the very end of the 
process, if you distributed all the monies that you can for the various levels of merit, whiltever is left is identified as an across-
the-board adjustment. 
Nesselroad: 
The discussions concerning this 1994 process, as it was understood in the chair meetings and with the deans, was not what 
Provost Dauwalder described to the Executive Committee meeting of October 1, 1997. Specifically, the chair of the Music 
Department came back and said to the faculty that his dean said: 'The pool is equal to 1% of faculty salary. Half of that is 
going to be equally distributed among people that achieve Level 1 and the other half will be divided up among those that 
achieve Level2.' This is absolutely in error. I think a lot of departments are still suffering under the illusion that this is what's 
being done. 
Provost Dauwalder: 
The process that was forwarded in 1994 essentially requires that those who want to be considered for the salary adjustment 
place their files forward. Then the process of evaluating the files and making a recommendation is accomplished. This process 
is followed until it is determined "x" number of faculty members which have met the Level 1 requirements and "x" number 
which have met the Level2. I call it "shares." Each one of those achievements is equal to a "share." So, how many shares are 
generated by the total ofLevel1's plus the total ofLevel2's. Then you take the total number of shares and essentially distribute 
as much of that as you can based on the available dollars. And those dollars, what is actually distributed will be equal to 
increments of half a percent. So if there is enough money to distribute .50% for each one of the shares, you do that. If you 
have enough money distribute up to a full 3% step adjustment, you do that. What we're talking about effectively right now is 
probably $150,000/$160,000 that will be determined to be the 1% amount. What has probably generated some of the 
discussion that you refer to is in relation to trying to characterize what might happen if we sent this forward and if everyone 
that applied got Levell and half the people that applied got Level2. 
If that were to take place, .50% will be distributed equitably across the board, .25% will go as second shares for those who 
meet Level2, which leaves .25% to be redistributed as a salary step adjustment across the board. That is the process. 
The result is an opportunity for departments to develop their own Levell criteria. I still know of none with the exception, 
perhaps, of the Library & Media Services who had actually put together procedures and have gone through the entire process 
identified in that salary adjustment proposal. Otherwise, the default criteria that was set up in the proposal will be used across 
the board for this process. 
Hawkins: 
For those of us who may be more right brained than that, the two processes need to be separate. What we go through to 
determine at what level we have done meritorious service should be considered separate from the dollar amount allocated for 
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the compensation for that merit. They should, in fact, happen at different times of the year. So, a share could one year equal 
$38.00, another year it could equal $2,000. But the criteria for judgment, as determined by the department as it evaluates its 
peers, should move forward without consideration of how many pennies or dollars it equals. That really helps to see the two 
issues as being separate and more noteworthy than when they're muddied by how much money we have. 
Benson: 
There is also another added complexity. The faculty should think very clearly about what merit has meant historically and 
what it has meant from the point ofview of the adoption of the salary schedule. If you adopt this particular procedure, a 
"share" has always meant one step in the salary schedule. If you project this out in time, you destroy the salary schedule, you 
destroy what it means to have merit. Historically within this context we're going to hand out immediately a set of decisions 
where we compromise say a 30-step, whatever it is now (they change it routinely-- when you get to the top they reduce you 
down to the bottom-- two or three times)and, as a consequence, you are going to end up looking at 60, 180, whatever. This is 
inconsistent with historical concepts of merit, of movement within the schedule. I think the thing should be thrown out, put 
across the board, and unless we- again in tern1s of implementation of this, I think the Code or whatever, requires the power 
that be, the budget powers that be, to determine what amount of money is available and the share then will dictate... - a share 
is another word for merit, why mix - we have no way of implementing this particular decision and it just raises chaos. I can 
see down the line, when we may have some money and this is what this thing's all about in our departments is how if I get a 
share now will that mean I got a little bit and there might be a great bit later on and, therefore, I won't really get merit when it 
really means something. When we were discussing this, it wasn't clear to me, at least, that what we weren't talking about if a 
person met merit 1 or this level, that they weren't going to get a merit step. They weren't going to get a share, whatever that 
means. That doesn't even fit with historical ideas of the value of a salary schedule or any thing. The only way you can possibly 
influence something like this would be to change the Code or something and call it a "bonus." It doesn't go under the base, but 
if you're willing to go through this, we'll give you a "bonus" this time for filing this paperwork. The other implication of this 
is, then of course, for accreditation purposes, we'll establish that we really significantly, meaningfully are evaluating faculty 
and that will, of course, count toward accreditation and we'll all look good, but the State of Washington will be held harmless 
for not funding merit, not seriously considering compensation, not seriously meeting the established salary levels that we are 
expecting. This is nonsense and I would urge the faculty not to spend one more time, one more dollar at their copy machines 
trying to justify their own destruction and go across the board and go on and plead with the legislature if you want meaningful 
salary decisions then you do it within our salary structure. This is absurd and a number of people are not cooperating with it in 
my department and they don't want to see it. 
Perkins: 
Let me bring you back to the motion that's on the table. The motion that is here is basically to try out this salary adjustment 
or this merit in shares. Try it out this time so that if you do get it, next time that we have merit, you can still use the same 
items that you used this go around. That's what this motion is all about. The whole idea was to use this as a trial balloon, see 
what happens, learn from the process and then move forward. 
Lewis: 
I would like to speak in opposition to this motion. I fully support the notion of "merit." As we go into this merit process, 
we're already calling back on "x" number of years of activity. As a newer faculty member, I have a lot of problems with that 
because I think meritoriousness is about a sustained level of high performance which is recognized on a regular basis. By 
passing this motion, we would continue to pile merit up instead of recognizing that merit is something that you get in a discrete 
identified amount of time for extraordinary performance. Sooner or later we are going to have to come around to that as merit 
becomes more routine. I would just like to see us take that time to do now. If merit money became available next year, I would 
like to make it a year's worth of activity applied to merit. That hasn't been definitely said, but I think one of the implications of 
passing this motion would be to keep "farming" out this merit process instead of making it a discrete step-by-step process. 
De Vietti: 
Eventually we're going to vote on this motion. I'm wondering if we the will debate or discuss whether or not we ought to 
have the process or not. There are people on campus talking about why we are doing this. 
Arlt: 
In my history, we've been through merit- I believe I was awarded a merit with no salary increase one year- and I think 
this is a compromise between being awarded merit with no salary increase to a share and we've been through a bunch of merit 
were there was no money and no one turned in merit for a period of years. To me this is all a big compromise. I support the 
two previous speakers that if we're going to do this, let's do it right. Of course, if it's taken out of the Faculty Code and forget 
it as a lost cause and wait for a promotion which I did for about twenty-eight years. 
Gamon: 
Obviously, what Bill is saying and what Keith is saying are both right, unfortunately. What's happening here if we go with 
this new system, we've got probably for most people, six years of stuff piled up for this one merit and so they will get one half 
of one percent. The smart people would be like Bill's colleagues who would say, 'Ok, I'm not going to do this. I'm not going 
to send in all this information this year. I'll wait til next year. Then we will have seven years of stuff pile up and every one 
else will have only one year and we'll wind up with us all being meritorious and they won't be and we'll wind up with six 
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percent instead of the half a percent. We've got a real problem here. It was a good idea that we don't cut off the merit list 
because we don't have enough money to fund the whole thing. But at the same time, just as was said earlier that the decision 
for merit should be completely independent ofthe dollars available. If you make the decision for merit in that way, then merit 
(each time the decision is make) should be worth as much as it was another time. This system says a lot of people get a little 
bit, then a few people get a lot. The system has a problem. This motion tries to address that, but yet addresses it one way and 
then has a drawback the other way. 
Nesselroad: 
Calling to mind once again that passing this motion has nothing to do with whether or not we later reconsider the whole 
process. For the moment, assuming that we are going to go ahead with the 1994 process, then we need this motion because we 
can't even try the process to see if it works if we don't get pretty good participation percentage wise across campus. I've got 
several years or so piled up. I might be able to qualify for both steps on this one. A year from now, if there's 2-3% money 
available for merit, I might not have had time to do enough things, so that would be a disincentive to me. I wouldn't want to 
participate in this years process. I think we need this motion to pass as it is in order to make the thing doable if indeed we do 
go ahead with it. 
Alsoszaitai -Petheo: 
On the one hand we have a need for evaluation for visitations by an outside agency that requires certain kinds of 
documentation. I think that's incumbent on all of us as professionals to do it whether we get merit or no merit. I think we 
need to swallow that bullet and then separate from that, there's a pot of money that we just happenstance are trying to discuss 
and that should be a separate issue. Once you separate those two, things become a lot clearer. 
Hawkins: 
If we don't pass this motion, those who apply and are granted merit this year will have a small bit of money and will be 
excluded from consideration for merit in the future. If we do pass this motion- as I understand it the Code (Section 8.75.B.l) 
says that " ... merit should and will be focused on accomplishments achieved since a faculty member's last promotion or merit 
award." That would mean that if I applied for merit and I get merit and I get this half a share, then what I have done the past 
seven years can't be considered in my next application in the future. That's the way the Code reads now. With this 
compromise that the Provost suggests, next year I can apply again and all my stuff for the past seven years can support 
application as well. 
Perkins: 
The Faculty Code does speak to the process and that process is based upon either the last time that you received promotion 
or obtained merit. You can prepare your record from that time on. This motion is trying to put this at bay for a while and say 
we're going to ignore this section. 
Ubelacker: Does the Faculty Code lay out THIS merit process? 
Nesselroad: 
The Faculty Code language does not accurately reflect what was passed by the Senate in 1994 and also some more 
additions last fall. I was chair of the Senate in 1994. The Senate passed this process. I forwarded instructions to the Code 
Committee to incorporate that into the Code. They have not done it yet. As a matter of fact, if processes were being followed, 
it be in the Code because it has been approved by the Senate and passed. The fact that it's not there is because somebody didn't 
do their job. 
Benson: 
Or it could have been rejected out of hearings and process. The Senate doesn't necessarily represent a larger body of 
uninstructed people. There's not been a discussion of this and this is the problem. It is not consistent with the Code. I argued 
it last year when we passed this thing. 
Comment: 
As I look at this and I listen to people who are supporting this motion, it sounds as though there's a belief that they want to 
test the process in a fair way. But the statement changes the process such that it will never reflect what will happen in the 
future. It's a complete distortion of what we will accept because here everyone can apply and everyone doesn't risk losing their 
past years. As soon as we go through this process, we institute a different process which says, in fact, that you do sacrifice it 
which has disincentives, which has reasons that we need to consider. I think this creates an artificial assessment of the process 
that we are proposing and, iftl1e intent is to test the process as it's in the Code although not written in the Code as it has been 
approved, we need to test it the way it is really written. Those of you who are at risk- what are you sacrificing if you chose 
not to participate? A little piece of 1%? 
Provost Dauwalder: 
To address Morris' concern about how it might not match up with how the procedure passed in 1994 might not match. As I 
read it there are nine elements of the procedure. A couple of the elements have not been built into the deadline to the request 
for information that appeared in the Code - they were not placed into the procedures because the essence of the action in the 
1994 procedure doesn't really call for it- it asks for ranking. Item 3 of the merit procedure (Faculty Code: Section 8.75.B.3) 
says, "The dean, after consultation with department chairs, shall submit his or her recommendations in priority sequence by 
unit (college, school or library) to the provost/vice president for academic affairs." If you would want to interpret identifying 
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Level l's as all being tied in Level 2's as all being tied, in effect, represent priority sequence, then maybe this process even 
fulfills that. Section 8.75.B.4 says, "The provost/vice president for academic affairs will prepare a final priority list...." Again 
if you want to interpret that the Levell and the Level2 designations constitute that priority list, there's a whole lot of people 
tied. You could interpret that it does, but there was really - didn't seem to be a reason to look at each individual and put 
them into some kind of priority list within the process that was passed in 1994. In fact that was one of the features of the 1994 
issue that drove the support for that particular procedure. The other element is the fact that it says (Section 8.75.B.6) that " ... If 
a faculty member is not recommended at one level, he will have the option to request that his folder be transmitted to the next 
level of review." In that particular case, there is a provision in the 1994 process that says if the dean, chair and personnel 
committee of the department have any disagreement in the recommendation, that they are called together and that they work 
out those in a meeting. That is kind of an alternate process, but it does not really reflect the right to apply to the next level. 
Ubelacker: 
My concern is that the Faculty Code, as I understand it, regulates my life as a faculty member at this university. We're 
putting into effect a thing now called a salary adjustment. I say that not with sarcasm. I sat through all those conversations in 
1994 and it was merit being talked about. You may say "salary adjustment," but that's been dealt with. I want to be sure that 
what we do fits with that Code. If it doesn't fit with that Code, it don't want to do it because, as I understand it, if the 
university doesn't follow that Code, they are liable. Then maybe I can file a lawsuit. Isn't that the document that governs our 
lives? 
Nesselroad: 
The Code itself is not in compliance with the Code right now is the problem. 
Comment: 
This is among several issues that, in just the short time that I have been in this position, have been passed to me by this 
Senate in which the Senate, forgive me, has violated its own rules and/or sent proposals or recommendations that didn't really 
match with what is in the Faculty Code. It makes it really difficult to follow through with this in time. 
Ubelacker: 
While trying to abide by the decision of 1994, it is very difficult to apply it in an even-handed way. I don't want to test out a 
process on my faculty. I'm going to follow what's in that Code. What I need to know is: Does it identify Levell and Level2 
anywhere? 
Perkins: It says levels. 
Ubelacker: What's it talking about? 
Perkins: 
"If a faculty member is not recommended at one level, he will have the option to request that his folder be transmitted to the 
next level of review." (Faculty Code: Section 8.75.B.6) 
Nesselroad: That's talking about the level of the department, the level of the dean, etc. 
Ubelacker: 
It isn't even in there! We're implementing a process that isn't in the contract that the faculty has. 
Perkins: 
Provost Dauwalder, by your reading of these nine items in the merit procedure (Faculty Code: Section 8.75.B.l-9), is this 
current system in compliance with the Code'? 
Dauwalder: 
Yes, it fits within the Code except I see an incongruence in this request for a priority ranking in a system that doesn't make 
any use of a priority ranking. So, it's one of those issues that I would almost rather just not follow through with because it 
really has no function in what we're doing- or an identification or a definition of that, that the priority ranking represents the 
priority sequence. Other than that, I think it complies. There are two paragraphs here on merit criteria too. It's here, but it 
speaks in very general terms of the kinds of things that are in the Level 1/Level 2 criteria. 
Hawkins: 
I think the action that's before us is how shall we implement the resolution of the Senate oflast year-- under what format 
shall we spend this money and allocate these funds. One approach might be to follow the letter of the motion; the 3% has 
already been allocated and spent, the 1% is held in abeyance until we can figure out how we're going to implement the Code. 
What would happen if we said we wanted this 1% to be carried forward to the next time when we know there's going to be 
more significant allocation for merit and hold these funds until next time for the seed money for significant merit awards. 
Perkins: 
The motion that went before the Trustees that they voted on was the 3% plus that 1%. At that time, the president talked 
about the implementation of that 1% and the whole issue was trying to get it resolved by the end of the year. That means that 
we must bring this before the Board in their December 12 meeting. We are pushed to time because to follow the Code there's 
'x' number of days that the faculty record must stay open and so on and so forth. I'm not quite sure that if I went to the 
Trustees I could ask them to delay it even further. 
Dauwalder: 
I am concerned about the ability to carry those dollars forward into a future year. I think that it can be held back during this 
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budget year, January or the very end- that has been done. I don't think it can be carried forward into another budget year. 
Comment: 
A lot of us have worked very hard at putting together six years' worth of achievements. To say we're not going to follow 
through- we're supposed to follow through. The issue is this wording. Do we want that statement or not? That's what we're 
voting on. We're not voting on whether we should or shouldn't submit out paperwork for merit or distribute it. That's already 
been discussed. Let's do it and get it straight the next time when the chips are bigger. 
Gamon: 
The real problem here is that we're voting to violate the Code. Other schools have dealt with this and what they've done is 
if there isn't enough money for fully implementing the merit list this year, they implement it with what they can and then the 
difference is made up when the money is available. That says if you get merit this year (it looks like .50% now) but you get the 
other 2.5% when money is available. Then you are not looking at which year you received merit, as to whether you received 
.50% or6%. 
Benson: 
Maybe we're going through some kind of philosophical change, but in terms of the expectations of what a salary schedule 
means, the only way in which this faculty has ever agreed to be compensated was through a step process. The Code refers to a 
step process. This is a partial step process and it's not in the interest of the faculty to differentiate this particular process any 
more than it already has been. Merit should be by the step, merit should be significant. This motion only invites a lawsuit. 
Maybe we should send a letter to the Faculty Senate Code Committee and ask them why they didn't act on the 1994 motion. 
To implement it requires hearings, etc. We are putting ourselves in an unbelievable legal position if we adopt this motion. 
Motion No. 3126 passed (Roll Call Vote: 24 Aye, 10 Nay, l Abstain) 
[To be submitted to the Faculty Senate Code Committee for interpretation (Faculty Code Section 1.25)] 
2. PRESIDENT 
In President Nelson's absence, Provost Dauwalder brought to the Senate's attention actions that have been taken on several issues 
that came out of the '96/97 Senate sessions: 
l) University 100 Advisement Seminars is in place and in operation. 
2) Payment Plan/ Adjustment in Pay Scale for non-tenure-track faculty. 
We've set out on a 4-year plan to bring a minimum of salary for terminally qualified faculty in their disciplines at 
the part-time rate to be equal to step 1 of the Faculty Salary Scale based on a 45-credit full load for the academic year. 
That effort has resulted in a per-quarter rate for faculty with a designated terminal degree for this year of $534/credit 
and of $427/credit for faculty who do not possess the terminal degree. Those are up from $400 to $500 per credit last 
year. 
3) Distance Education: 
The Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Distance Education presented its report to the Faculty Senate at its June 
4, 1997, meeting. The report was accepted by the Senate, but no specific recommendations were forwarded. Further 
consideration by Senate standing committees will occur this year. The Academic Affairs Council reviewed the 
1996/97 payment plan for Distance Education courses, revised it to incorporate interactive video instruction to 
multiple sites, and adopted the revised payment plan for 1997/98. 
Central has 15 course sections being delivered through interactive video between Ellensburg and our centers at 
Wenatchee and SeaTac. Five or six sections are being delivered among all three sites simultaneously. 
4) Curriculum Committee: 
A formal request was made that the Executive Committee consider asking the Curriculum Committee to review the 
Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual to incorporate required HECB pre-planning and program planning 
functions clearly into our internal procedures. 
3. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMM1TTEE -No Report 
BliDGET COMMITTEE -No Report 
CODE COMMTTTEE -No Report 
ClJRRICOLUM COMMITTEE -No Report 
PER ONNE"L COMMITTEE -No Report 
PUBLIC AFFAm.S COMMITTEE- No Report 
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OLD BUSINESS: None 
"'Tlf1W BUSINESS: 
IIOTION NO. 3127: Michele Kidwell moved and Bill Benson seconded a motion to suspend the Merit Process for the 97/98 academic 
year. 
DISCUSSION: 
Kidwell: 
Commented that there were a number of issues that need more campus-wide discussion. The issue came up toward the end of 
the 96/97 year. When talking about adding priority levels, in order to meet the Code, the Code has not been brought up to date to 
match this. This needs to be done. She also expressed concern about the way the priority for the different criteria of levels could be 
reached. The deadline for turning materials in is Friday, October 10, 1997, and there is still a great deal of confusion on campus 
simply about some of the Levell and Level2 criteria. For example, in a meeting with the dean of the College of the Sciences, it 
was explained to new faculty that anyone qualifying for Level 1 automatically qualifies for Level 2. The reason for that is because 
when reading the criteria it stated that people have to meet either the core - the teaching criteria, the service criteria and the 
scholarship criteria for Level 1. Then, in order to qualify for Level2, one must meet the criteria for any one of those in Level2. If, 
then the person were to choose (say one meets all the criteria in Levell plus I meet the Level2 scholarship criteria)- they way, at 
least one college is interpreting that is that the Level 2 scholarship criteria - since the words are identical - the core 
accomplishment are identical - that if you have met the core accomplishment for Level 1, you have also met the core 
accomplishment for Level 2 because the list is identical and it says, "must achieve one of the following core accomplishments OR 
any three of the supporting ... " That should have said "AND," but the fact is that this has been distributed and there's the question. 
I don't know if there is time, given the circumstances, to correct those misinterpretations. 
Lewis: 
Does the Senate still have a role in this year's merit process? Secondly, there is one route to scholarship Levell and Level2 
which makes them appear equivalent. The list of items under that heading are those single activities which are judged so 
significant that they automatically qualify for Level2. Therefore, by default, they must also qualify for Levell. 
Libby Street: 
That is the correct interpretation. We thought that if someone had a major grant or wrote a book and wanted to count that as 
their Level 1 and Level 2 activity, that that would be fine. It would be important to look at the history of the development of the 
criteria and of the proposal. The criteria were developed by us (the departments, by individuals who submitted comments to the 
Personnel Committee), they were not given to us. The criteria were sent back to every department. Every department was given an 
opportunity to review them- to say they're too lenient, too stiff, to propose alternative criteria that would need to be approved by 
the dean but otherwise could serve for a particular department. We wanted to have some equity across departments but also wanted 
to recognize that departments had very different missions in some cases. 
When I look at the criteria today, after three years have passed - particularly in the context of giving a salary adjustment (By 
the way this is not a merit plan and that word is being used and we took it out of our discussion early on. We don't have enough 
money to talk about merit. The university is not granted enough money by the state to talk about merit.). This was a plan to have 
three levels of salary adjustment. One level is the "maybe be you should think about another career," the second which we call Level 
1 was intended to be a list of activities that people would successfully engage in if they were doing their job and doing it in the way 
we expect university faculty to perform. Level 2 was to be for people who were doing what we saw as reasonably exceptional. 
There was no way we felt we could reward truly exceptional, outstanding, one-in-a-thousand performance. But when people were 
going above those minimum criteria, we wanted to give those people an opportunity to benefit from the system somewhat more than 
people who were just meeting the criteria. 
In this year, given that for some of us it's been five or six years unless we've arrived at the university since 1991/1992, if you're 
not at Level 1, you should be checking your pulse. When it's five years, it's very difficult to make the system work. The system is 
designed to be used every year. I expect that a fair number of people will be at Level 2. 
Second, I heard someone say that they were upset about the "hm1dred and eighty steps." The thirty steps with A through F .50% 
increments was part of the original proposal. It came from the Senate. It was approved by the Senate. The provost has been 
proceduralizing it which is no easy matter. That was also adopted by this body, not dictated by anyone. 
I opposed the decision to use only 1% in this process last year. The idea behind the proposal was that cost-of-living adjustments 
would occur with increments between the .50% or above 3%, but that everything else would go into this 3-level salary adjustment 
schedule. When only 1% was devoted to this process, I knew people would say 'It's not worth it. ' 
It might be best to do a trial run of this process, see how it works. The criteria were developed logically, but not empirically. 
They need a test. 
Dauwalder: 
The legislature appropriated 3% in dollars and allowed the institutions to identify an additional!% for which the legislature 
provided no funding, but Central made a commitment for it to be used for a salary adjustment for the faculty. Now we have a 
motion passed by the Board of Trustees that say that is how we will do it. The question is, 'If something is passed by this Faculty 
Senate, does it immediately do into effect?' No it doesn't. We are under a provision by the Board of Trustees that says we are 
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going to go through a process this fall of a 1% merit. It has been interpreted that this is "merit." 
Perkins: 
There is no agenda item from the Senate for the October 10, 1997, Board of Trustees meeting. They will not meet again until 
November 14, 1997. 
Nesselroad: 
The driving idea behind the generation of this whole thing to begin with was a desire to move from a prioritized merit 
system to a criterion-based merit system. Looking at the mechanics of how the step got divided into sixth- someone simply 
said, "If we mandate a criterion-based system, then if merit is a step (as it was at that time) then we have to have a pot ofx-
sized dollars or we simply can't do it." They started searching for a way that a criterion-based merit process could be funded 
with as little as a 1% increase - and it could be funded on two different levels in this way. To insist upon returning to a full 
step, then the only thing that is possible there is to also throw out the criterion basing of the system and return to a prioritized 
list. You can't get to a criterion-based system which can be funded at two levels and do it in any greater increment than the 
.50% increments which are the six divisions of the step. 
Alsoszatai-Petheo: 
I think both that comment and the earlier historical summary about how this process was developed ignores the separation 
between the actual 3% and 1% and the intent of something that is worth pursuing. I think that we've got something worthwhile 
that we should consider, but we should separate the money from the process. I think that is the problem right here. 
Last year I felt, and I have often felt regarding this body, that we have not had the opportunity to fully discuss all the in's and 
out's of things -and a vote was forced. To say that we've passed it and then that we have regrets is an outcome of that process. 
Secondly, I think that we have, as an institution, a problem of being down in the number of students. It doesn't seem to me that this 
is the time to be pulling out of our own resources, to be paying our left pocket to the right pocket 1%. Eastern is having quite a 
problem with declining enrollment. Why should we not pay attention to this also in terms of where we're going to allocate. How 
does this compare to the drop in enrollments. How much are we losing in that process and how does is compare to this $150,000? 
Dauwalder: 
You would have to make the assumption that we come into the year with $7600 and, what do students pay during the year 
another $5,000. Those are the dollars that we would be down in tuition that we had planned for but do not have in place. That will 
have to be made up somewhere and I'm not sure where that is at this point. 
Alsoszatai-Petheo: 
Thal's my poiul. I lhink wt: rt:ally oughllo look al mort: angles lo Utis lhing lhenjusl whose gelling what percentage. There are 
several things going on here: 1) self-study, 2) ... 
Dauwalder: 
Through the discussions last winter and spring there was a tremendous effort by the presidents of the six institutions to convince 
the legislature to support the concept of increased faculty salaries. The legislature came through partially and then said, "If you 
want it so much, show us that you really want it." There is 1% this year and, I believe, another 2% next year that can be taken out 
of the institutions' budgets. The institutions were given the authority to spend it on faculty/staff salaries. All of the institutions 
have committed to doing that (Eastern may have modified that with the other problems they are addressing). I would caution you 
against taking a stand that would not distribute faculty salaries just so you are not sending a different message to the legislature. 
Faculty salaries at this institution are low. 
Motion No. 3127 Withdrawn 
MOTION NO. 3128: Michelle Kidwell moved and Bill Bensen seconded a motion to suspend the merit process for this year and 
instead distribute the 1% across the board. 
DISCUSSION: 
Rosell: If it's across-the-board, then it should include non-tenure-track faculty. 
Nesselroad: 
People have had three years to figure this thing out. Here we are two days before the deadline and we still haven't figured it out. 
If we suspend it for another year, what makes anyone think we're going to figure it out two days before that deadline. You reach a 
point somewhere tl1at you just have to try something. 
McGehee: 
A way around the increasing scale creep is to give everyone a flat amount instead of a percentage. 
Gamon: 
All of this presents to me a real problem that we have within our government structure. We have a Faculty Code that we 
complain that if it gets broken or abused that the Board does it, we don't. We have a Senate that passes motions that require a Code 
change and they never get changed. We need a mechanism that says, "If we do this, this happens." We don't have that. 
Motion No. 3128 was Defeated (Ron Call Vote: 7 Aye, 14 Nay, 9 Abstains [abstains go with the carrying side of the vote]) 
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:15p.m. 
NEXT 97/98 REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: November 5, 1997 
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FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10p.m., Wednesday, October 8, 1997 
BARGE 412 
AGENDA 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: June 4, 1997 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
V. REPORTS: 
1. CHAIR 
-MOTION: 1997/98 Parliamentarian, Sid Nesselroad (Music) 
-MOTION: 1997/98 Faculty Senate Operating Procedures 
-MOTION: 1997/98 Updated Faculty Senate Standing Committee Membership 
-MOTION: 1997/98 Faculty Senate Grievance Committee membership 
(attached) 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
-MOTION: 1997/98 Faculty Legislative Representative 
Richard Alumbaugh, Psychology (SeaTac Center) 
-MOTION: "The elements used in the Fall '97 merit consideration will 
not be excluded from the next merit consideration because 
~hey are used in the Fall '97 merit consideration." 
Rationale: 1) limited funds, 2) elimination of dis-
incentives, 3) testing the merit system, 4) allows time to 
evaluate the merit. · plan and to bring the Faculty Code into 
compliance. 
. ' 
2 . PRESIDENT 
3. FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
; 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
BUDGET COMMITTEE 
CODE COMMITTEE 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Bobby Cummings, Chair 
OLD BUSINESS 
NEW BUSINESS 
ADJOURNMENT 
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: November 5, 1997*** 
BARGE 412 
MOTION: 1997-98 FACULTY SENATE OPERATING PROCEDURES 
1. Robert's Rules of .Qnkr will be the accepted authority for procedural operations. 
2. Committee reports will be automatically accepted. lfthere is an action item that a committee desires on any rer 
it is to be separately stated as a motion and the motion will then come before the Senate for discussion and debate. 
The committee will be asked to submit a report and written copies of any motion or action that it would like to have 
taken. 
3. Committee reports arid motions shall be submitted to the Faculty Senate office by noon on the Wednesday preceding 
the Senate meeting in which action is expected. This policy allows for the timely mailing of the meeting's agenda. 
As a general rule, substantive committee motions that do not accompany the agenda will not be discussed and voted 
on until a subsequent meeting. An extended agenda will be sent to all Senators, who shall give it to their Alternate if 
they are unable to attend the meeting. 
4. Concerning discussion rules, the Senate will use the procedure of seeking recognition from the Chair if it wants to 
debate an issue. Discussion on arguments for and against the issue will be alternated. A visitor will be given 
recognition if the floor is yielded to him by a Senator. If no Senator desires to speak and a visitor would like to 
make a point, the Chair will recognize the person. If a visitor has made a preliminary request to the Senate office for 
an opportunity to speak or if the Chair invites a person to speak, he will be recognized. 
5. No smoking is allowed in Barge Hall. 
MOTION: 1997/98 FACULTY GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE 
Reports to: President 
Purpose: Resolve, by informal means, specific grievances, disputes or conflicts of faculty members andrecommends 
action to the President. (Members appointed by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee and ratified by the 
Faculty Senate.) 
Membership: 6 faculty (3 regular members and 3 alternates) 
REGULAR MEMBERS: 
Patrick 0' Shaughnessy, faculty (Accounting) {reappointed) 
__ , faculty ( ) 
Nancy Jurenka, fa~ulty (Teacher Ed) 
ALTERNATE MEMBERS: 
Brenda Hubbard, faculty (Theatre Arts) {replaces Catherine Bertleson AMBE) 
Steve Schepman, faculty (Psychology) 
Corwin King, faculty (Communication) 
(3 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
(3 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
1997-98 FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES 
Phone: 
~ENATE EXECtrriYE COMMlTIEE Meets at 3:00p.m. Wednesdays, Barge 409A when Senate not 
• Rob Perkins, Chair AMBE 3-1i92 
" Bobby Cummings, Vice Chair English 3-3432 
• Terry De Vietti, Secretary . Psychology 3-3646 
" Jim Hawkins, At-Large Theatre Arts 3-1230 
* Michele Kidwell , At-Large Computer Science 3-1430 
• Sidney Nesselroad, Past Chair Music 3-1316 
*SENATE ACADEMIC AFFAffiS COMMl'ITEE 
+ ~:'rank Cioffi (CAH) (2 yrs) 
Jeffrey Snedeker (CAH) (2 yrs) 
Susan Donahoe (CEPS) (2 yrs) 
___ (CEPS) (2 yrs) 
Charles McGehee (COTS) (2 yrs) 
+ Edward Gellenbeck (COTS) (2 yrs) 
Lynn Richmond, Bus Adm (SBE) (1 yr) 
____ (SBE) (2 yrs) 
Sharon Chapman, Student 
Amy Russell, Student 
Barney Erickson (ex officio, non-voting) 
Anne Denman (ex officio, non-voting) 
James DePaepe (ex officio, non-voting) 
SENATE BUDG ET COMMlTIEE 
Barry Donahue 
Barney Erickson 
Wayne Klemin 
Warren Street 
Thomas Yeh 
SENA l'E COD E COMMITTEE [list #18] 
Ethan Bergman 
+ 
James Eubanks 
+ Beverly Heckart 
David Majsterek 
Harris Smith 
Meets at 3:00 p.m. Thursdays, Barge 201 
·Englis)l 
Music 
Teacher Education Programs 
Sociology 
Computer Science 
Business Administration 
Computer s~'"""'"~.-.ll2li~~­
Math 
AMBE 
Email : 
SENATE 
CUMMINGS 
DE VIETTI 
HAWKINS 
KlDWELLM 
NESSELRS 
CIOFFIF 
SNEDEKER 
DONAHOES 
CHASM 
GELLENBE 
RICHMONDL 
BERG MANE 
EUBANKSJ 
HECKARTB 
MAJSTERE 
.SENATE· ¢URRICUT4UM COMMITIEE (2 AH, 2BNSS, 2CEPS, 2 SBE, 1 LIB, 1 Student) 
+ Steve Olson [CAH] 
Wesley Van 
Joan 
• 
+ 
• Robert Fordan 
Ken Gamon (Member of CPR) 
COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES fCFRl 
• Ken Gamon (2 yrs) 
James Alexander 
Bob Benton 
FACULTY LEGJSLA TIVE REPRESENT.4TIVE fFLR) 
Richard Alumbaugh 
*Senator 
+Alternate 
& Supervision 
Biological Science 
Political Science 
Accounting 
Library 
ASCWUIBOD 
Teacher Education 
History 
Theatre Arts 
Psychology 
AMBE 
English 
Psychology 
Sociology 
Communication 
Math 
Math (7424) 
Anthropology (7544) 
English/Lynnwood( Courier) 
Psychology (SeaTac Center) 
3-1536 OLSONS 
3-2020 VANTASS 
3-2785 AMBYJ' r 
3-1471 MONSONL 
3-1019 GLEASONM 
3-2353 WIRTHR 
3-3530 RICHARDC 
3-1021 SPENCERI 
3-1697 ASCWU 
3-1472 GOSSG 
3-1755 NGALAMUK 
3-3410 
3-3640 STREETL 
3-3014 OSBORND 
3-3432 CUMMINGS 
(206) 547-6124 ALUMBAUGH 
3-2172 CLEARYD 
3-1068 FORDANR 
3-2834 GAMONK 
3-2834 GAMONK 
(206) 439-1268 ALEXANDE 
(206)640-141 0 BENTONR 
(206) 547-6124 ALUMBAUGH 
(October 2, 1997; ROSTERS\FSSC98.ROS) 
1997-98 FACULTY SENATE ROSTER 
DEPT/MAILSTOP YEARS TO SERVE SENATOR EMAll.. ADDRESS PHONE ALTERNATE 
ACCOUNTING (7484) 3 Patrick O'Shaughnessy OSHAUGHP x2355 Robert Holtfreter 
ADMIN MGMT & BUSINESS ED (7488) 1 *Rob Perkins SENATE X 1292 Catherine Bertelson 
ANTHROPOLOGY (7544) 2 John Alsoszatai-Petheo ANDERSON x3549 Steven Hackenberger 
ART(7564) 3 Keith Lewis LEWISK X 1336 Glen Bach 
BIOLOGY (7537) 3 Louise Baxter BAXTERL x2745 Linda Raubeson 
BUSINESS ADMIN (7485) 3 Lyon Richmond RICHMOND x(206)640-1 056 James Bradley 
2 GeraldGunn GUNNGP X 3221 Wayne Fairburn 
2 Jim Beaghan BEAGHANJ x(206) 439-1263 vacant 
CHEMISTRY (7539) 1 Carin Thomas CTHOMAS X ~815 Martha Kurtz 
COMMUNICATION (7438) 3 Robert Fordan FORDANR x1068 Roger Garrett 
COMPUTER SCIENCE (7520) 3 *Michelle Kidwell KIDWELLM x1430 Ed Gellenbeck 
CURRIC & SUPERVISION (7410) 1 Luetta Monson MONSONL X 1471 Don Woodcock 
2 Cindy Emmans EMMANSC X 1252 Neil Roberts 
ECONOMICS (7486) 1 Richard Mack MACKR X 2663 Koushik Ghosh 
ENGLISH (7558) 1 * Bobby Cummings CUMMINGS x3432 Steve Olson 
3 Loretta Gray GRAYL x1540 Frank Cioffi 
FAMILY & CONSUMER SCI (7565) 2 Marla Wyatt WYATTM x2773 Carolyn Schactler 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE (7552) 1 Dieter Romboy ROMBOYD X 1218 Stella Moreno 
GEOGRAPHY (7420) I Morris Uebelacker MORRIS X 1188 John Alwin 
GEOLOGY (7418) 3 Lisa Ely ELY x2177 James Hintborne 
HISTORY (7553) 2 Kalala Ngalam~lume NGALAMUK X 1755 Beverly Heckart 
lET (7584) 3 Walter Kaminski KAMINSKI x147711756 Lad Holden 
LAW AND JUSTICE (7580) 3 James Roberts ROBERTSJ x2990 Michael Olivero 
LIBRARY (7548) 3 Sara Amato SAMATO x1037 Patrick Owens 
MATHEMATICS (7424) 3 KenGamon GAMONK x2834 Jim Harper 
MUSIC (7458) 1 *Sidney Nesselroad NESSELRS X 1316/1217 
2 Andrew Spencer SPENCERA X 1618 Geoffrey Boers 
PHILOSOPHY (7555) 3 Webster Hood HOODW X 1818 Peter Burkholder 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (7572) 2 Leo D'Acquisto ACQUISTO X 1909 Wendy Mustain 
2 WalterArlt SPIKEARLT x2746 Stephen Jefferies 
PHYSICS (7422) 1 Sharon Rosell ROSELLS X 2757 Michael Braunstein 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (7578) 1 Todd Schaefer SCHAEFET x2105 Rex Wirth 
PSYCHOLOGY (7575) 3 *Terry De Vietti DE VIETTI x3646 Warren Street 
2 Wendy Williams WILLIAMW x3679 Lisa Weyandt . 
SOCIOLOGY (7545) 1 Delores Cleary CLEARYD X 2172 William Benson 
TEACHER ED PROGRAMS (7409) 3 Alberta Thyfault THYFAULT x3427 Carol Butterfield 
2 Debra Prigge PRIGGED x2133 Minerva Caples 
THEATRE ARTS (7460) 3 *Jim Hawkins HAWKINS x1230 Mark Zetterberg 
PRESIDENT/PROVOST (7501) Ivory Nelson NELSONI X 2111 David Dauwalder 
ASCWU/BOD (7448) AmyRusseU ASCWU X 1693 
Claire De!Warist ASCWU X 1693 
Bret Broderson ASCWU x1693 
* Faculty Senate Executive Committee Member 
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1997-98 FACULT1 ' ~ATE ROSTER 
DEPT/MAILSTOP YEARS TO SERVE SENATOR EMAIL ADDRESS PHONE ALTERNATE 
ACCOUNTING (7484) 3 Patrick O'Shaughnessy OSHAUGHP x2355 Robert Holtfreter 
ADMIN MGMT & BUSINESS ED (7488) 1 "'Rob Perkins SENATE X 1292 Catherine Bertelson 
ANTHROPOLOGY (7544) 2 John Alsoszatai-Petheo ANDERSON X 3549 "Steven Hackenberger 
ART (7564) 3 Keith Lewis LEWISK X 1336 Glen Bach 
BIOLOGY (7537) 3 Louise Baxter BAXTERL x2745 Linda Raubeson 
BUSINESS ADMIN (7485) 3 Lynn Richmond RICHMOND x(425) 640-1056 James Bradley 
2 Gerald Gunn GUNNGP X 3221 Wayne Fairburn 
2 Jim Beaghan BEAGHANJ x(206) 439-1263 vacant 
CHEMISTRY (7539) 1 Carin Thomas CTHOMAS X 2815 Martha Kurtz 
COMMUNICATION (7438) 3 Robert Fordan FORDANR x1068 Roger Garrett 
COMPUTER SCIENCE (7520) 3 *Michelle IGdwell KIDWELLM x1430 Ed Gellenbeck 
CURRIC & SUPERVISION (7410) 1 Luetta Monson MONSONL X 1471 Don Woodcock 
2 Cindy Emmans EMMANSC X 1252 Neil Roberts 
ECONOMICS (7486) 1 Richard Mack MACKR X 2663 Koushik Ghosh 
ENGLISH (7558) 1 * Bobby Cummings CUMMINGS X 3432 Steve Olson 
3 Loretta Gray GRAYL x1540 Frank Cioffi 
FAMILY & CONSUMER SCI (7565) 2 Marla Wyatt WYATTM X 2773 Carolyn Schadler 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE (7552) 1 Dieter Rom boy ROMBOYD X 1218 Stella Moreno 
GEOGRAPHY (7420) 1 Morris Uebelacker MORRIS X 1188 John Alwin 
GEOLOGY (7418) 3 Lisa Ely ELY x2177 James Minthorne 
HISTORY (7553) 2 Kalala Ngalamul~me NGALAMUK X 1755 Beverly Heckart 
lET (7584) 3 Walter Kaminski KAMINSKI xl477/1756 Lad Holden 
LAW AND JUSTICE (7580) 3 James Roberts ROBERTSJ x2990 Michael Olivero 
LIBRARY (7548) 3 Sara Amato SAMATO x1037 Patrick Owens 
MATHEMATICS (7424) 3 Ken Gamon GAMONK x2834 Jim Harper 
MUSIC {7458) 1 *Sidney Nesselroad NESSELRS X 1316 
2 Andrew Spencer SPENCERA X 1618 Geoffrey Boers 
PHILOSOPHY (7555) 3 Webster Hood HOODW X 1818 Peter Burkholder 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (7572) 2 Leo D'Acquisto ACQUISTO X 1909 Wendy Mustain 
2 Walter Arlt SPIKEARLT X 2746 Stephen Jefferies 
PHYSICS {7422) 1 Sharon Rosell ROSELLS X 2757 Michael Braunstein 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (7578) 1 Todd Schaefer SCHAEFET x2105 Rex Wirth 
PSYCHOLOGY (7575) 3 "'Terry DeVietti DE VIETTI x3646 Warren Street 
2 Wendy Williams WILLIAMW X 3679 Lisa Weyandt 
SOCIOLOGY (7545) 1 Delores Cleary CLEARYD X 2172 William Benson 
TEACHER ED PROGRAMS (7409) 3 Alberta Thyfault THYFAULT x3427 Carol Butterfield 
2 Debra Prigge PRIGGED X 2133 Minerva Caples 
THEATRE ARTS {7460) 3 *Jim Hawkins HAWKINS x1230 Mark Zetterberg 
PRESIDENT/PROVOST {7501) Ivory Nelson NELSON I X 2111 David Dauwalder 
ASCWU/BOD (7448) Amy Russell ASCWU X 1693 
Claire DeMarist ASCWU X 1693 
Bret Broderson ASCWU x1693 
* Faculty Senate Executive Committee Member 
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1997-98 FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES 
Phone: 
SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Meets at 3:00p.m. Wednesdays, Barge 409A when Senate not 
* Rob Perkins, Chair AMBE 3-1292 
• Bobby Cummings, Vice Chair English 3-3432/1075 
• Terry De Vietti, Secretary Psychology 3-3646 
• Jim Hawkins, At-Large Theatre Arts 3-1230 
• Michele Kidwell, At-Large Computer Science 3-1430 
• Sidney Nesselroad, Past Chair Music 3-1316 
*SENATE ACAD.EMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
+ Frank Cioffi (CAH) (2 yrs) 
Jeffrey Snedeker (CAH) (2 yrs) 
Susan Donahoe (CEPS) (2 yrs) 
--,-- (CEPS) (2 yrs) 
Charles McGehee (COTS) (2 yrs) 
+ Edward Gellenbeck (COTS) (2 yrs) 
Lynn Richmond, Bus Adm (SBE) (1 yr) 
___ (SBE) (2 yrs) 
Sharon Chapman, Student 
Amy Russell, Student 
Barney Erickson (ex officio, non-voting) 
Anne Denman (ex officio, non-voting) 
James DePaepe (ex officio, non-voting) 
SENATE BUDGET COMMITIEE 
Barry Donahue 
Barney Erickson 
Wayne Klemin 
Warren Street 
Thomas Yeh 
SENATE CODE COMMITTEE 
Ethan Bergman 
John Creech 
James Eubanks 
+ Beverly Heckart 
David Majsterek 
Meets at 3:00p.m. Thursdays; Barge 201 
English 
Music 
Teacher Education Programs 
Sociology 
Computer Science 
Business Administration 
ASCWU/BOD 
ASCWU/BOD 
ADCO representative 
Deans' Council representative 
Provost's Office representative 
Computer Science 
Math 
AMBE 
Psychology 
Library 
Family & Consumer Science 
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Psychology 
History 
Teacher Education Programs 
3-1532 
3-1226 
3-1475 
3-
3-2005 
3-1435 
(206)640-1 056 
3-
3-1697 
3-1697 
3-2833 
3-3209 
3-1400 
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3-2833 
3-1255 
3-3674 
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3-1081 
3-2387 
3-1656 
3-1473 
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RICHMONDL 
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ERICKSON 
DENMANNE 
DEPAJAME 
DONAHUE 
ERICKSON 
KLEMINW 
WARREN 
YEHT 
BERG MANE 
JCREECH@mumbly.lib 
EUBANKSJ 
HECKARTB 
MAJSTERE 
SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITIEE Meets at 3:00p.m. on 1st and 3rd Thursday (2 AH, 2BNSS, 2CEPS, 2 SBE, 1 LIB, I Student) 
Barge 304 
+ Steve Olson (CAH] 
Wesley Van Tassel [CAH] 
Joan Amby [CEPS] 
* Luetta Monson [CEPS] 
Louise Baxter [COTS] 
+ Rex Wirth [COTS] 
Clara Richardson [SBE] 
Gary Richardson [SBE] 
John Spencer[LlB] 
__ ,Student 
(3 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
(3 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
(2 yrs) 
(2 yrs) 
(1 yr) 
(2 yrs) 
SENATE PERSONNEL COMMITfEE 
Gail Goss 
* Kalata Ngalamulume 
Harris Smith 
Elizabeth Street 
Dolores Osborn 
SENATE PUBLlC AFFAIRS COMMITI'EE 
* Bobby Cummings, Chair 
Richard Alumbaugh, Faculty Legislative Representative 
* Delores Cleary 
* Robert Fordan 
Ken Gamon (Member of CFR) 
COUNCIL OF FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES <CFRl 
* Ken Gamon (2 yrs) 
James Alexander 
Bob Benton 
FACULTY LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE <FLRl 
Richard Alumbaugh 
"'Senator 
+Alternate 
inglish 
Theatre Arts 
Family & Consumer Studies 
Curriculum & Supervision 
Biological Science 
Political Science 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Library 
ASCWU/BOD 
Teacher Education 
History 
Theatre Arts 
Psychology 
AMBE 
English 
Psychology 
Sociology 
Communication 
Math 
Math (7424) 
Anthropology (7544) 
Eng! ish/Lynnwood( Courier) 
Psychology (SeaTac Center) 
3-1536 
3-2020 
3-2785 
3-1471 
3-2745 
3-2353 
3-3530 
3-3082 
3-1021 
3-1697 
3-1472 
3-1755 
3-3410 
3-3640 
3-3014 
3-3432 
(206) 547-6124 
3-2172 
3-1068 
3-2834 
3-2834 
(206) 439-1268 
(206)640-1410 
(206) 547-6124 
OLSONS 
VANTASS 
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WIRTHR 
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ALUMBAUGH 
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ALEXANDE 
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ALUMBAUGH 
(October 7, 1997; ROSTERSIFSSC98.ROS) 
Date 
VISITOR SIGN .. JN SHEET 
Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary 
directly after the meeting. Thank you. -
CWU Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes: 10/8/97 
2. PRESIDENT 
In President Nelson's absence, Provost Dauwalder brought to the Senate's attention actions that have been taken on several issues 
that came out of the '96/97 Senate sessions: ~·~-"o.L'' ihuJ'(Q.r-1t... .. ,~..,, •f41W 
1) University 100 Advisement Seminars is in place and in operation. bt.A-'-'A t'-'' .- 4-~-a• ' 
2) Payment Plan/Adjustment in Pay Scale for non-tenure-track faculty. / 
We've set out on a 4-year plan to bring a minimum of salary fo e~VY qualified faculty in their disciplines at the 
part-time rate to be equal to step 1 of the Faculty Salary Scale. That has effe&tWelyresulted in a per-quarter rlte for 
faculty with a designated tennin.N degree for this year of $534/credit and of $427 /credit for faculty who do not possess 
the terminal degree. Those are up)'400 'A $50Q.last year. 
3) Distance Education: pa..rv.,r..,. 
-Since there was rettl~~f.ieiftl-actiorrtake~h enate-itsglfrwe ha-ve-geB8>-l;>aek ·tO' sumrnel'"·and--looke<hHhe ·full-
,J:ime..p!l¥me'*-eplions fu courses'"taugh thl'tmgh · teraettve·¥ iae . l rev~selkharducument"WlrS'irrplace in-=·96.49-7-ter 
linclude-.prov..isi~s for multiple-sectioi~our. es...taugJl :tlu:ou~. We~ have~ courses-(5-6 
~sec;:.t:i<:ms}this-q arter-being..tau 1:t ;· fer-instanee,·by-·avfaeulty-mernbtn:-in.-Ellensburg.with.students in Wenatchee 
and at our SeaTac Cente · so inv lved in the course itself. We have essentially extended the payment we had in p)ace 
for '96/97, adapted it slight 6 include multiple section courses and have moved on in that respect. 
A formal request wa:;-made t the Executive Committee consider passing the Distance Education report on to the 
Curriculum Co ' t:t e. We do nee . build in the steps for the HEC Board's preplanning process, preprogram 
planning proc;es , and their planning proce · to our procedures. 
lj{Enrollments: "f-j pl !>..U<t , , ..... ~ <U lwCV·"-. «w:J ~ FTE 7859 {iown 76 FTE fro~ Fall '96~~ f07% of the year's average)(in Fall, 9J~.£f.inter,._94% in Spring. The 
fall off cross-me-board for a1f'.f'ere~:~ (~sblnan, sophomore, junior~senior~; . CorlSJderable effort this summer 
nlateQ t8 tbi:s went into the creation of the insti!'on's Accountability_Pl~~id the other five state-funded 
. .. "j1.c . fr -1 • W "'J' '.,~-f,. .,. . 
umvers1t1es. ~ ~8t as HtH'eft mvolvement Otn..l epartment chaus ~we co~u&JAS-'be llwm!ler. The task was 
identified the last part of May with_an August ~5, 1997, deadline. We di~ :-"hat we could to get as manYrge~~'s"; . 
possible involved. (The provost w111 send cop1es of Central's Accountability Plan to all senators.) ~e& li IR "-
targets Central is attempting to reach this corning year. If the Senate desires, the Accountability Plan can be presented 
and discussed at a later date. 
7 
(3) Distance Education: 
The Faculty Senate Ad Hoc Committee on Distance Education presented its report to the Faculty Senate at 
its June 1997 meeting. The report was accepted by the Senate, but no specific recommendations were 
forwarded. Further consideration by Senate standing conunittees will occur this year. The Academic 
Affairs Council reviewed the 1996-97 payment plan for Distance Education courses, revised it to 
incorporate interactive video instruction to multiple sites, and adopted the revised payment plan for 
1997-98. 
Central has 15 course sections being delivered through interactive video between Ellensburg and our 
centers at Wenatchee and SeaTac. Five or six sections are being delivered among all three sites 
simultaneously 
( 4) Curriculum Committee 
A formal request was made that the Executive Committee consider asking the Curriculum Committee to 
review the Curriculum Policies and Procedures Manual to incorporate required HECB pre-planning and 
program planning functions clearly into our internal procedures. 
